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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider the application of content-based
recommendation techniques to web curation services which
allow users to curate and share topical collections of content (e.g. images, news, web pages etc.). Curation services
like Pinterest are now a mainstay of the modern web and
present a range of interesting recommendation challenges.
In this paper we consider the task of recommending collections to users and evaluate a range of di↵erent content-based
techniques across a variety of content signals. We present
the results of a large-scale evaluation using data from the
Scoop.it1 web page curation service.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Information
Filtering; H.3.5 [Online Information Services]: Webbased Services

Keywords
content-based recommendation, social web, curation

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a shift in web usage from content
consumption to content production and a pattern of content
curation has emerged through sites and services like Pinterest, Tumblr, Storify, and Scoop.it. These curation sites
allow users to curate collections of content (e.g. images,
news, web pages etc.) on topics that matter to them and to
share these collections with others.
In this paper we consider some of the recommendation
challenges that exist within such curation services using
Scoop.it (a web page curation site) as an evaluation casestudy. Specifically, we consider the challenge of matching
users with collections and look at di↵erent ways to profile

the interests of users and the contents of collections in order to develop a content-based recommendation framework
to suggest relevant collections to users based on their current collections/topics/interests. We evaluate the efficacy of
di↵erent types of content signals during user profiling and
collection indexing, from high-level collection descriptions to
detailed information about the contents of individual pages
within a collection. We do this to better understand the relationship between these di↵erent types of signals and recommendation performance, and describe the results of a largescale evaluation based on ScoopIt user and collection data.
Social curation is a relatively new trend and has received
little attention to date. In previous work we examined how
to assist curators during the content curation phase, using
machine learning to identify the correct target collection for
new content the user wishes to gather [7]. In [5] the authors look at recommending curators, identifying the important users that form the community around a news story
on Twitter using network analysis. Others focus is on how
users curate tweets, and how to recommend new tweets to
them [4]. The work in [2] also studies content recommendation on Twitter, using both content and social signals.

2.

WEB CURATION USING SCOOP.IT

Scoop.it is a web-based curation tool that provides a platform for users to curate all of their favorite resources on a
given topic for sharing with interested parties. Users can
create their own collections (or topics in the Scoop.it parlance) and the service provides a range of tools to help users
to identify and filter content for their collections. Creating
a collection or topic is a simple matter of providing a name,
a short description, and a set of suitable keywords.
For instance, a curator may create a new JQuery for Web
Dev topic (or collection) as a place to curate all things related to web development using jquery (see Fig. 1(a)). For
each topic, the user can specify a title and short description
of the topic, and every page added to the topic is associated with page title and short summary. Furthermore, curators can annotate the pages that they include in their topic
with their insights, and others can comment on the pages
included. In addition to curating their own topics, users
also can follow the topics of others that interest them, (see
Fig. 1(b)). This can be a useful way for users to maintain
and improve their own topics, by keeping up-to-date with
what others are curating in similar topics. ScoopIt provides
a handy rescoop functionality, allowing users to conveniently
incorporate content from other topics into their own.

(a) Topic page

(b) Topics dashboard
Figure 1: Scoop.it in action

3.

RECOMMENDER FRAMEWORK

We describe a content-based recommendation framework
that explores the relative benefits of di↵erent sources of data
for modelling curated collections and user profiles.

3.1

Representing Topics for Querying and Indexing

In Scoop.it each topic is a collection of curated pages and
is associated with a topic title and description. Each page
in a topic has a URL, a title, and a summary (snippet)
description. In addition we can also access the content of
the page directly to extract a set of content terms. This
means that we can represent and index topics at di↵erent
levels of granularity:
1. TopicTitleDesc - The terms in the topic’s title and
description elements.
2. PageTitleSumm -The combination of terms from the
page titles and summary descriptions of all pages in
the topic.
3. PageContent - The combination of the top-N terms
taken from the full content of each individual page.
In addition to representing topics as raw term as above we
also produce feature-based descriptions by applying LDA [1]
and LSI [3] to both page-level and content-level terms to produce LSIPageTitleSumm, LSIPageContent, LDAPageTitleSumm, LDAPageContent representations.
This produces 7 di↵erent content types that can be used
as the basis of collection indexing and user profiling. In
the case of the former we use a standard indexing approach
in which each topic is represented as a document vector
based on the di↵erent content types. So in the case of TopicTitleDesc each topic (ti ) is represented as a vector for
the topic’s title and description terms; we refer to this as
I(ti , T opicT itleDesc).
Users in Scoop.it are associated with the topics they curate (create) and other topics they choose to follow. Therefore we can profile a user ui based on her curated topics ctui ,
or her followed topics f tui , or both ctf tui ; we refer to these

as the source of the profile data. And then we can represent each of these profile types using one of the 7 di↵erent
approaches above. In other words, if we profile uj from her
curated topics using LSIPageContent then the profile will be
made up of the LSI features extracted from the page content
terms of all pages in the user’s curated topics only; we refer
to this as Pct (uj , LSIP ageContent)

3.2

Recommending New Topics

We adopt a simple retrieval-based content recommendation approach, treating user profiles as queries against the
topic index to recommend the n most similar topics. In fact
we take a weighted retrieval approach using Lucene’s TFIDF weighting metric during retrieval [6]; for a given user
uj , we score a topic ti based on those terms/features it shares
with the user’s profile P = Psrc (uj , typeu ), in proportion to
their frequency in uj ’s profile and inversely
S proportional to
their frequency in the topic index I = ti I(ti , typeI ) as a
whole.
Score(uj , ti , src, typeu , typeI ) =

X

e2ti \uj

tf (e, P ) ⇥ idf (e, I)

Once again it is worth stressing that our aim here is not to
propose a novel recommendation technique but rather establish an approach that facilitates a like-for-like comparison
between di↵erent types of profile/index representation and
profile source. The above combinations of profile representation and source, and indexing data, accommodate many
di↵erence combinations of recommendation techniques: 3
sources of profiling data, 7 types of profile, and 7 types of
index for a total of 147 recommendation configurations.

4.

EVALUATION

The purpose of this evaluation is to consider how the different types of indexing data and profiling sources impact
overall recommendation quality when it comes to suggesting
new topics to users. To do this we ran an o✏ine, trainingtest style recommendation study over Scoop.it data scraped
from their API during October-November 2012. This data
include 22,000 unique topics covering more than 2 million

Figure 2: Average precision for di↵erent user profile (rows) in various topic index (columns). The rightmost
graphs are the summary precision for user profiles and graphs at the bottom row are the summary precision
for topic index.

pages and we focus on a subset of 845 active users who follow at least 20 topics; on average these users follow 90 topics
and have created 5 topics of their own, each of which contains at least 100 pages. In this study the training instances
are made up of user profiles containing all of the user’s created topics plus random selections of 10% of their followed
topics. The remaining followed topics serve as test instances.
We do this 10 times to select di↵erent sets of followed topics
for training and average our results across these folds.
For each set of training-test data we create all possible
configuration combinations (7 x 7 x 3) of profile and recommendation index as described above. For each user a set of n
(n = 5, 10, 20, 30) recommendation is made, and compared
to the followed topics in the test profile in order to compute
the average precision. The rows represent di↵erent types of
profile data and the columns di↵erent types of index data.
There are actually 3 sets of graphs presented in Figure 2:
(1) the main core of 7 x 7 graphs shows the individual results of each of the (7 x 7 x 3) configurations that represent
our recommendation design space; (2) the bottom row of 7
graphs (average topic index ) represent summary precision
data, for a given index configuration, averaged across the
profile configurations (the average of the columns); and (3)
the rightmost column (average user profile) shows a similar
averaging across the rows, each profile configuration averaged across the index configurations.
There is a lot of result data presented but a number of
interesting patterns can be observed. Focusing on the core
graphs we can see that there is considerable precision variation across the di↵erent profiling and indexing configurations; precision results vary from <10% to almost 30%. And
so the choice of profiling and indexing data matters. Generally speaking better results are observed when using curated
topics versus followed or curated plus followed topics. Even
though a given profile is only made up of a small fraction
of curated topics this information provides a much clearer
recommendation signal. For example, the results when using page title and summary information for profiling show a
clear benefit for curated topics with precision ranging from
about 0.25 to 0.15 (as n increases) compared to 0.2 - 0.1 for
the followed and curated plus followed source configuration.
Interestingly, this result aligns with the findings in [2] which
show that the content in a user’s own tweets (on Twitter)
are a better signal of her information seeking preferences,
than the content in the tweets of the people she follows.
The row and column averages help us to draw some general conclusions. We can see that extracting LDA features
rarely helps, at least not as much as using LSI. And generally
speaking basing recommendations on topic-level information
from the topic title and description produces limited precision results. At the same time, using detailed page content
(i.e. extracting actual term-content from pages) performs
similarly poorly when used as the profile query but performs
well when used to index topics; compare the page content
configurations in the average user profile summary column
to the average topic index summary row. Generally speaking
it appears that page-level content, in the form of page title &
summary configurations (using terms and LSI derived features) provides the right level of representational clarity to
deliver the best performing recommendations. Specifically
building a term-based index from page title & summary data
and using LSI to extract page title & summary profiles gives
the best overall recommendation results.

5.

DISCUSSION

The purpose of this short paper has been to consider a
novel recommendation task from the burgeoning curated
web, that of recommending curated collections of content
to users based on collections they have followed or created
themselves. Our evaluation using Scoop.it data covered a
comprehensive design space of recommendation configurations from which some general conclusions can be drawn.
First and foremost, we demonstrated that relevant recommendation can be delivered even when evaluated against a
traditionally conservative precision metric that focuses on
those topics/collections only already followed by users. We
often achieve precision scores up to 0.3 indicating that 30%
of the recommended topics were found to be relevant in the
sense that the user already followed them. Generally speaking, curated topics (those topics the user has created themselves) provided a strong recommendation signal than those
they followed and delivered better precision, despite their
relative sparsity compared to followed topics. And finally,
the representational granularity o↵ered by the intermediate
page title & summary data provided superior precision results, although indexing (but not profiling) using detailed
page content information also performed well.
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